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Dune original movie poster

Movie posters are art, and horror movies have their fair share of artistic triumphs. In fact, some horror posters are more interesting than actual movies. Here are the best 60. Creepy and mysterious. Like in the movie, you don't know what to expect. In this poster of a typical werewolf movie, the actor conveys the film's sense of humor, and the use of space and vertical balance will
draw your eye to the (important) full moon. Simple, effective and striking color contrast. This parody of the naked savage flicks of the 80s (Conan the Barbarian, Beastmaster, etc.) captures the appeal of the film's camp. Corny's fun image attracts attention for what would otherwise be an overlooked movie. Menacing and artistic in muted tones. Amazingly scary American
international photos dominated by cold eyes, sharp fangs and pounding brains and disturbing visas. The Goldwyn Distribution Company captures the surreal artistness of this German Expressionist classic with a twisting ending. Like the movie, offbeat and goofy, still anxious. Cooler and more foreboding than the actual film. Like Planet of the Apes, this poster for the blockbuster
film uses unexpected renderings of iconic symbols to create striking images and maintain the mystery of something. The rest of the film is not out of the way, so it wisely highlights the terrifying werewolf makeover scene. Colorful, action-packed, vintage, hand-drawn design. Hauko International Pictures Loading, a regal and impressive rendering. Put a scary image in the safe
context of a cinema and create a playful tongue poster. The nightmarish picture suggests both harrowing content and dark humor in the film. American International Pictures Wins-inducing photos attract the eye (intended word combination). One of the all-time greats, combining color, humor and artistness to make the most of it. It's surprisingly dark and reflects the graphic content
of the original film, which lacked much of the sequel's distorted humor. The intense use of red contrasts the soft features of the female, reflecting the beauty and danger wrapped together in the plot. shadowy bullying that offers vague promises of shock to come. American International Pictures embodies the campy terror of amok flicks running animals from the 70s. American
International Pictures Fanier and most interesting of all in the film, but it wrongly gives the impression that the movie contains a huge, piloting frog. International film marketing created by renowned Swiss artist H.R. Giger (who designed aliens and species aliens), the poster introduces his biomechanical style and is perhaps more famous than the film. Amazingly mores with an
unexpectedly artistic sensibility for a low-budget zombie movie. Posters for the film that launched the Compass International Pictures franchise deal with Halloween embodiments (jack-o'lanterns) with clever use of shapes and shapes.Create the illusion of movement and make the design more sinister. A gruesome tribute to the excesses of slasher movies. It was declared
disturbing enough by the MPAA that it needed to be edited to get rid of its hands. Dramatic and conceptually innovative, it provides a quick addition of rearview mirrors and a first-person perspective. Inventive, provocative and hygienic for your protection. Fun and spooky, alternating, painted in classic 80s horror poster style. A grim playful reflection of its B-movie status. It is
memorable with an edge that conveys the theme of werewolf without actually showing the werewolf. Given the theme of the film, it's controversial to push the envelope properly. More signals here than standard zombie flicks are classy with layered visuals. American International Pictures Colorful and cartoony artwork resembles vintage pulp magazines from the 30s or 40s. One of
the most famous movie posters of all time feeds into the nightmarish scenario of a classic movie of not knowing what's underneath. McLendon-Radio photo distribution company Despite the cheesy concept and cheesy execution (dogs dressed in slezy skins), the film provided a stunning poster that was shocking and humorous. Capture the thrilling spectacle of the epic scale of the
original film. Hip sexy cool. A bold and symbolic representation of the heavy content of German cinema. Analysis Film Release Corporation brutal, excited and morbidly curious with a darkly playful tagline: I warned you not to go out tonight. Classic and suitably understated. Vivid, beautiful and grotesque - perhaps as influenced by German Expressionism, as in the film. Another
poster beyond the movie, which uses creatively decorated shadows to maximize fun. Freddie Krueger's claws hover intimidatingly at the top of the image, a verding visual representation of a living nightmare. The epitome of a 50s sci-fi camp. Extreme use of perspective to explain the scary real story. Soaring, romantic posters with explosions of color and style. Minimal design that
recreates the film's most memorable scenes and is still eerily effective. United film distributor arrested -- almost tongue in cheek -- a co-bye of creatures from fantasy novels against a backdrop of modern cityscapes. Creative streak and sinister incorporating highway themes. Weight and calm with dramatic use of silhouettes and eerie green shades. Funny, twisted send-off of white
collar lifestyle. The perfect embodiment of the Killer Santa horror subgene is an image that is likely to give any child nightmare. The excessive indulging of 70s Italian censive films boiled down to one wonderfully exploitative image. Impressive and iconic. Gloss gracefully. Dystopian nightmare. It recalls the bold Afrocentric art of the Harlem Renaissance. Long before every movie
poster fell into one of the number of well-worn trolls, artists would produce simple, concise pieces that conveyed all of their potential audiencesThey begin to know the movie In the days before giant floating posters ruled the roost, we were certainly good for it. Luckily, at least one is trying to get us back there. Freelance graphic designer Rowan Stocks-Moore recently started a
project to spark Yore's evocative poster art while adding several layers. Like the retro mashup posters we saw in January, these reimagined Disney images remain true to the spirit of another era while looking more than just a retro recreation. Stocks-Moore's sometimes dark design has a timeless quality welcomed by today's multiplexes. Scroll through the slideshow above to see
the best of them. Netflix is about to increase its movie slate significantly. In addition to a slew of original films that will already premiere this year, the streaming service also has several still-outdated feature projects currently in development. Want a sneak peek at what's coming? Below, check out the more than 14 original flicks coming to Netflix soon. 1. Game Over, Man! Anders
Holm, Adam Devine, Blake Anderson, Kyle Newacheck | Fraser Harrison/Getty Images Waucaholic co-creators Adam Devine, Anders Holm, Blake Anderson and Kyle Newacheck team up with Seth Rogen and Scott Rudin to create this action comedy. Plot details are held under wraps, but the film is reportedly described as being in the vein of Die Hard in a Hotel. Holm wrote the
script based on a story developed by the foursome together. Conducted by NewerCheck, Rogen will remain in production capacity. 2. Babysitter Bella Thorne | Mark Ralston/AFP/Getty Images The babysitter, originally founded at New Line Cinema, was acquired by Netflix in December 2016. Starring Bella Thorne, Robbie Amell, Samara Weaving, Andrew Batchelor, Hana Mae
Lee and Judas Lewis, the film follows a lonely 12-year-old boy who falls in love with a hot babysitter. Brian Dufield wrote the script and McG directed it. The movie has already wrapped filming, but the premiere date is still TBD. 3. Chiwetel Ejiofall coming Sunday | Based on this 2005 radio episode of American Life by John Phillips/Getty Images for BFI, the upcoming film star
Chiwetel Ejiofort as the famous evangelical minister of Tulsa, Okla., creates controversy with his revelation that hell does not exist. Based on a true story, the film stars Kondra Rashad (Stick Fly, Journey to Bountiful) with the minister's wife, Martin Sheen, with the famous Pentecost TV banger, Oral Roberts, and defyes the young minister. Joshua Marston will direct from a script
written by Marcus Hinchey. 4. 13 min Josh Schwartz and Stephanie Savage | Alberto E. Rodriguez/Getty Images Netflix is adapting Sarah Pinborough's young adult novel of the same name. As with its source material, the movieA high school student named Natasha, who was found drowning in a frozen river and died for 13 minutes before starting to breathe again. CW Gossip Girl
creators Josh Schwartz and Stephanie Savage will write and produce the film. Casting is still in progress. 5. Diva Goldie Hawn | Scott Barber/Getty Images More than 20 years after starring Goldie Hawn, Bette Midler and Diane Keaton in First Wife's Club, they reunite in this Netflix comedy. The trio play members of a once-popular singer group forced to reconnect after a shaky
split and 30 years of estrangement. The reunion proves both tense and deadly as they realize what they were so successful with all those years ago. The film, co-written by Lisa Addario and Joe Syracuse, has yet to reveal a date for its release. 6. Happy Anniversary Noel Wells | Fraser Harrison/Getty Images Noel Wells and Ben Schwartz star in this Netflix romantic comedy that
requires them to decide whether to be together or call it quits to mark the couple's third anniversary. The story is told during the day, flashing to show how they arrived at this point. Annie Potts and Joe Pantriano will co-star. Meanwhile, Lego Batman writer Jared Stern will direct the film from his own script. 7. Amateur Michael Rainey Jr. |Brian Ach/Getty Images Amateur, written
and directed by Sundance screenwriter Lab Alum Ryan Khoo, follows 14-year-old basketball phenomenon Theroon Forte (Michael Rainey Jr.), who struggles to match the new team's older high school students. Then Theron still needs to beat his biggest rival - his new coach. Jason Michael Berman and Chip Hollihan will produce the indie flick. 8. Gerald's Game Carla Guzino |
Neilson Barnard/Getty Images Carla Guzino and Bruce Greenwood star in Gerald's Game, an adaptation of the stephen king 1992 bestselling novel of the same name. The film follows the story of Gerald and Jesse Burlin game, who decide to have a romantic attempt, including an adult game. As things take a tragic turn, Jesse is handcuffed to bed, trapped and 11 can't be alone.
As a bitter recall from her childhood demons, her only company is a hungry stray dog, perhaps someone looking at her from the corner of a dark bedroom. Henry Thomas, Karel Struicken, Kate Siegel and Chiara Aurelia co-star. Meanwhile, Mike Flanagan will direct from a screenplay he co-wrote with Jeff Howard. 9. What Happened Monday?Noomi Rapas | Patrick
Kovalyk/AFP/Getty Images Netflix acquired the sci-fi thriller starring Noomi Rapas, Glenn Close and Willem Dafoe at the Toronto Film Festival in September 2016. The film will take place in a post-apocalyptic world where families are only allowed to have children. La Paz plays multiple roles in the film as seven together sisters posing as a single person to unravel the children's
assignment station. 10. 1922 Thomas Jane |Thomas Jane and Molly Parker of Winkelmeyer/Getty Images are to star in a Netflix dramaté of Stephen King's 1922 novel. The story follows Wilfred James, the unreliable narrator of the story who admits to killing his son and his wife, Arlett, in Nebraska. Jane plays Wilfred and Parker plays Arlett. Dylan Schmidt, Caitlin Barnard, Brian
D'Arcy James and Neil McDonough also star. Zach Hilditch, on the other hand, directs from a script he wrote. 11. Private Life Katherine Hahn | Fraser Harrison/Getty Images Bad Mamas standout Catherine Hahn will reportedly star in the Netflix drama Private Life. The actress will play the author, who is under multiple fertility treatments to conceive, putting her relationship with
her husband on edge. The story comes from writer and director Tamara Jenkins. Casting for her husband's role is still in progress. 12. Lake Shimmer in the heart of the ocean | Nicholas Hunt/Getty Images God Particle screenwriter Oren Uziel makes his directory debut in this crime thriller following a local sheriff's quest to unravel the mysteries of three small-town criminals and a
bank robber. The story is told in the back and reverses day by day throughout the week. It stars Benjamin Walker, Stephanie Sigman, Wyatt Russell and Raine Wilson. Production on the project has already been finished, but the premiere date has not yet been announced. 13. Soul: The Murray-Murray Story Eddie Murphy | Frederick M. Brown/Getty Images Eddie Murphy stars in
this fake documentary written by Chris Case and directed by Brett Ratner. The actor plays early 1960s soul singer Murray Murray, who undoes his old band and trys to take down hip-hop when a hot artist samples his hits from 1962. 14. Outlaw Ocean Leonardo DiCaprio | Anthony Harvey/Getty Images Leonardo DiCaprio will produce this action thriller based on a six-part article
written for The New York Times magazine. The drama follows the true story of a crew member who stalked a fugitive fishing boat, considered the world's most notorious poacher, across two and three seas for 110 days. This story highlights how crimes that occur in international waters often go unpunished. The project will be part of a multi-year first-look deal with the streaming
service that produces DiCaprio's nonfiction films and documentaries. Check out the entertainment cheat sheet on Facebook! Facebook!
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